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Let S be a connected and simply connected unimodular solvable Lie group and
K a connected compact Lie group acting on S as automorphisms. We call the pair
(K ; S) a Gelfand pair if the Banach V-algebra L1K(S) of all K-invariant integrable
functions on S is a commutative algebra. In this paper we give a necessary and
sufficient condition for the pair (K ; S) to be a Gelfand pair using the representation
theory of non-type-I solvable Lie groups. For a Gelfand pair (K ; S) we realize all
irreducible K-spherical representations of K _ S from irreducible unitary representa-
tions of S.  1998 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
Let S be a connected and simply connected unimodular solvable Lie group
and K a connected compact Lie group acting on S as automorphisms. We
call the pair (K ; S) a Gelfand pair if the Banach V-algebra L1K(S) of all
K-invariant integrable functions on S is commutative. For the case where
S is of type I, there are several studies (see, for example, [C, BJR]) via the
Mackey machine [M], while our subjects S are not of type I in general
(see [K]). In this paper we give a condition for the pair (K ; S) to be a
Gelfand pair using the representation theory of solvable Lie groups which
is applicable even if S is not of type I.
The compact group K also acts on the unitary dual S continuously. If S
is of type I, the stabilizer K? at an irreducible unitary representation ?
of S in K is closed. For k # K? there exists a unitary operator W?(k) on
the representation space H? of ? by ?(k } x)=W?(k)?(x)W?(k)&1 for any
x # S. In general W? is a projective representation of K? not an ordinary
representation. We call W? the intertwining representation. If K? is
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compact, W? has a completely reducible decomposition to irreducibles. By
[C], (K ; S) is a Gelfand pair if the decomposition of W? is multiplicity-free
for any ? # S . If we drop the type I condition of S, then the stabilizer K?
at ? is not necessarily closed. Consider the Mautner group S=R _ C2, the
5-dimensional solvable Lie group with the product
(t, z1 , z2)(t$, z$1 , z$2) :=(t+t$, z1+e- &1 :1 tz$1 , z2+e- &1 :2 tz$2),
where t, t$ # R, zi , z$i # C (i=1, 2), and :1 , :2 # R are linearly independent
over Q. Let K=T2 be the 2-dimensional torus acting on S by
(u1 , u2) } (t, z1 , z2) :=(t, u1z1 , u2z2),
where u1 , u2 are complex numbers of modulus one. By [BJR, Theorem
7.3], (K ; S) is a Gelfand pair. We define an irreducible unitary representa-
tion ? of S on L2(R) by
?(t, z1 , z2) f (t$)=exp(- &1 Re(e- &1 :1 t$z1+e- &1 :2 t$z2)) f (t+t$),
where t, t$ # R, z1 , z2 # C, and f # L2(R).
Proposition A. The stabilizer K? of ? above is not compact and the
intertwining representation W? has no irreducible subrepresentations.
This proposition suggests that the whole unitary dual S of S is not
suitable for use as a tool of judgment that (K ; S) is a Gelfand pair. Indeed,
by the proof of [C, Theorem 1] we see that (K ; S) is a Gelfand pair if
W? has a multiplicity-free decomposition for each ? in a family F which
separates any two integrable functions on S. For a Gelfand pair (K ; S) we
construct a family F0 of unitary representations of S more useful than S .
We have two splittings S=A _ N, K _ S=(K_A) _ N, where N is the
nilradical of S and A a vector subgroup of S whose action 8 : A  Aut(N)
on N is semisimple [K]. We denote by B the closure of 8(A) in Aut(N)
and by B0 the universal covering group of B. Then the semidirect product
S =B0 _ S, which is the universal covering group of the ad-algebraic hull
of S (cf. [AK]), is a type I solvable Lie group. The family F0 consists of
the restrictions to S of irreducible unitary representations of S . We see that
F0 separates any two functions on S.
Theorem B. If (K ; S) is a Gelfand pair, then (1) for any ? # F0 the
stabilizer K? in K is compact. (2) The intertwining representation W? of K?
is multiplicity-free.
The family F0 is also useful for a description of bounded K-spherical
functions on S. We assume that (K ; S) is a Gelfand pair. For each ? # F0 ,
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the representation space H? has a multiplicity-free decomposition H?=
: V: of K? -spaces. We know by [BJR, Lemma 8.2] that any bounded
K-spherical function , on S is of the form
,(x)=,?, v(x)=|
K
(?(k } x) v, v)dk,
where x # S, ? is an irreducible unitary representation of S, v a unit vector
in H? , and dk the normalized Haar measure on K. However, it is not true
for any ? # S and a unit vector v # H? that ,?, v is a K-spherical function.
Theorem C. If ? is in F0 and v # V: /H? is a unit vector, then ,?, v is
a bounded K-spherical function on S. Conversely, for any bounded K-spheri-
cal function , on S we find ? in F0 and a unit vector v in an irreducible
component V: of H? such that , is of the form ,=,?, v . In this case, the
irreducible K-spherical representation U corresponding to , is given by U=
IndK _ SK? _ S(T : ?W?), where T : is the conjugate of the restriction T: of W?
to V: .
We give two examples of pairs in the last section of this paper. In the
first example we describe the family F0 for the Mautner group which is not
of type I. We show that F0 does not contain the irreducible unitary
representation ? in Theorem A. Second, we treat a pair (K ; S), where S is
a non-type-I group of Dixmier which never becomes the factor of a
Gelfand pair. In this example W?~ cannot have multiplicity-free decomposi-
tion for almost all ?~ # (S )7.
1. CARCANO’S THEOREM
Let S be a connected and simply connected unimodular solvable Lie
group with Lie algebra s. Let K be a connected compact Lie group acting
on S as automorphisms. We call (K ; S) a Gelfand pair if the Banach V-algebra
L1K(S) of all K-invariant integrable functions on S is a commutative
algebra.
We assume that S is of type I. Let S be the unitary dual, that is, the
space of all equivalence classes of irreducible unitary representations of S.
For ? # S and k # K, we define ?k(x)=?(k } x) for x # S. Then ?k is also in
S . Let K? be the stabilizer at ? in K. Since S is of type I, K? is closed,
hence, is compact. For k # K? , there exists a unitary operator W?(k) on the
representation space H? of ? such that ?k(x)=W?(k)?(x)W?(k)&1 for all
x # S. Then we have a projective representation W? of K? on H? . Since K?
is compact, we decompose W? into irreducible projective representations:
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W?=c(T, W?)T, where c(T, W?) is the multiplicity of T in W? . The
following theorem is due to Carcano.
Theorem 1.1 [C]. Assume that S is of type I. Then (K ; S) is a Gelfand
pair if and only if for each ? # S , c(T, W?) is at most 1 for any irreducible
projective representation T of K? .
2. COUNTEREXAMPLE
The above theorem is not true if we eliminate the assumption that S is
of type I. In fact, we can give the following simple counterexample. Let
S=R _ C2 be a connected and simply connected solvable Lie group with
product
(t, z1 , z2)(t$, z$1 , z$2) :=(t+t$, z1+e- &1 :1 tz$1 , z2+e- &1 :2 tz$2),
where t, t$ # R, zi , z$i # C (i=1, 2), and :1 , :2 are real numbers linearly
independent over Q. Let K=T2=[(u1 , u2); |ui |=1 for i=1, 2] be the
2-dimensional torus acting on S as
(u1 , u2) } (t, z1 , z2) :=(t, u1z1 , u2z2)
for (u1 , u2) # K and (t, z1 , z2) # S. By Theorem 7.3 of [BJR], (K ; S) is a
Gelfand pair.
We construct an irreducible unitary representation ? # S of which the
intertwining representation W? never has completely reducible decomposi-
tions. Let N=C2 be the analytic subgroup of S corresponding to the
nilradical n of the Lie algebra s of S. Let / be a unitary character:
/(z1 , z2)=e- &1 Re(z1+z2). Put ?=IndSN/. By Theorem 8.1 of [M], we see
that ? is an irreducible unitary representation of S. We realize ? on
H?=L2(R) as
?(t, z1 , z2) f (t$)=(exp - &1 Re(e- &1 :1 t$z1+e- &1 :2 t$z2)) f (t+t$), (2.1)
where t, t$ # R, z1 , z2 # C, and f # L2(R).
Proposition 2.1. Let K, S, ? be as above. Then
(1) the stabilizer K? at ? in K is a Lie subgroup isomorphic to R.
(2) The intertwining representation W? of K? cannot have completely
reducible decompositions.
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Proof. First, we define a unitary representation ?(u1, u2) of S by
?(u1, u2)(t, z1 , z2)=?(t, u1z1 , u2z2) for (t, z1 , z2) # S. Then we have a realiza-
tion of ?(u1, u2) on L
2(R) as
?(u1, u2)(t, z1 , z2) f (t$)
=(exp - &1 Re(e- &1 :1 t$u1z1+e- &1 :2t$u2z2)) f (t+t$)
for t, t$ # R, (z1 , z2) # C2=N, and f # L2(R). We see that the restriction of
?(u1, u2) to N has a direct integral decomposition
?(u1, u2) |N=|
R
/ } (e- &1 :1su1 , e- &1 :2zu2)ds, (2.2)
where (/ } (v1 , v2))(z1 , z2)=/(v1z1 , v2z2) for vi # T, zi # C (i=1, 2). Hence
?(u1, u2) is not equivalent to ? unless (u1 , u2)=(e
- &1 :1 s, e- &1 :2s) for some
s # R. For s # R, we define W?(s) : L2(R)  L2(R) by W?(s) f (t)= f (s+t)
for f # L2(R), t # R. Then we see that
?(e- &1 :1 s, e- &1 :2 s)(t, z1 , z2)=W?(s)?(t, z1 , z2)W?(s)&1.
Hence we have K?=[(e- &1 :1s, e- &1 :2s); s # R], so (1) is proved.
Obviously, W? is a unitary representation of R and has no irreducible
subrepresentations. This completes the proof. K
3. TYPE I EXTENSIONS
In the previous section we know that it is possible for a non-type-I
solvable Lie group S to have an irreducible unitary representation ? at
which stabilizer in Aut(S) is not closed. However, if (K ; S) is a Gelfand
pair, there exist many useful irreducible unitary representations of S from
which we make irreducible unitary representations of K _ S using Mackey
machine.
Throughout this section we suppose that (K ; S) is a Gelfand pair. By
[K], we have splittings S=A _ N, K _ S=(K_A) _ N, where A is a vector
subgroup of S, N the nilradical of S. Moreover, S is of type R and the
action of A on N is semisimple. Let 8 : A  Aut(N) denote the action of
A on N. We put B for the closure of 8(A) in Aut(N) and B0 for the univer-
sal covering group of B. Obviously B is a torus and there exists a homo-
morphism . : A  B0 such that p(.(a))=8(a), where a # A and p : B0  B
is the covering map. We define two groups S0=B0 _ N and S =B0 _ S. We
easily see that S is the direct product of S0 and a vector subgroup
A$=[(.(a)&1, a) # B0 _A; a # A] isomorphic to A.
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Lemma 3.1. We have that S0 and S are of type I.
Proof. It suffices to show that S0 is of type I, since S is the direct
product of S0 and A$. We see that the semidirect product B _ N is of type I
since B is compact and N is of type I. We extend p to S0 as the covering
map on B _ N. Put 1= p&1(1B), where 1B is the unit element of B. Then
1 is in the center of S0 . Let ? be an irreducible unitary representation of
S0 . Since 1 is central, there exists a unitary character / of 1 such that
?(#)=/(#)IdH? , where # # 1 and IdH? is the identity operator on the
representation space H? of ?. By Pontryagin duality, there exists a unitary
character of B0 whose restriction to 1 is /. We extend / again to S0
trivially on N and we denote it by the same letter /. Since the inner tensor
product of ? and the complex conjugate / of / is trivial on 1, we have
?=/ (?$ b p), where ?$ is an irreducible unitary representation of B _ N.
For each continuous function f # Cc(S0) having compact support, we define
a function f > on B _ N by
f >( p(x))=|
1
f (x#)d#,
where x # S0 and d# is a Haar measure on 1. Then we have for f # Cc(S0)
?( f )=|
S0
f (x)?(x)dx
=|
B _N
dx* |
1
f (x#)/(x#)(?$ b p)(x#)d#
=|
B _ N
( f/)>(x* )?$(x* )dx* =?$(( f/)>),
where x* = p(x) and dx, dx* are Haar measures on S0 , B _ N respectively
such that dx=dx* d#. We know that f > is continuous, having compact sup-
port, and the map f [ f > of Cc(S0) to the space of all continuous functions
Cc(B _ N) on B _ N having compact support is surjective. Hence the norm
closure of ?(Cc(S0)) in the full operator algebra B(H?) on H? coincides
with that of ?$(Cc(B _ N)), which contains all compact operators on H? .
Therefore ? is GCR. This says that S0 is of type I (see for example [D2,
Chap. 9]). K
Remark. We see that B _ N is a solvable algebraic group and B _ S is
nothing but the group called the ad-algebraic hull of S (see [AK, p. 337]).
This is because the algebraic hull of 8(A) in GL(n), where n is the Lie
algebra of N, is exactly B.
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Lemma 3.2. For any irreducible unitary representation ?~ of S , the
restriction ? to S irreducible.
Proof. We denote by H? the representation space of ?~ . Let U : H?  H?
be a unitary operator on H? such that ?(a, n)U=U?(a, n) for any (a, n) # S
=A _ N. To prove this lemma, it suffices to show that U is a scalar
operator on H? . Since ?~ is irreducible and A$ is central, we have
?~ (.(a)&1, a) is a scalar operator on H? for any a # A. Hence
?~ (.(a), 1A , n)U=?~ (.(a), a&1, 1N)?(a, n)U
=U?~ (.(a), a&1, 1N)?(a, n) (3.1)
=U?~ (.(a), 1A , n),
where a # A, n # N, and 1A , 1N are unit elements of A, N respectively.
Put ?0=?~ |S0 . By the proof of Lemma 3.1, there exist a unitary character
/ of B0 trivially on N and an irreducible unitary representation ?$ of
B _ N such that ?0=/ (?$ b p). So we have /(.(a))?$( p(.(a)), n)U=
U/(.(a))?$( p(.(a)), n) by (3.1). Hence ?$(8(a), n)U=U?$(8(a), n). Since
8(A) is dense in B, we have ?$(b, n)U=U?$(b, n) for any b # B and n # N.
The irreducibility of ?$ implies that U is a scalar operator on H? . K
Now we define a family of irreducible unitary representations F0 by
F0=[? # S ; ?=?~ | S for some ?~ # (S )7]. (3.2)
Definition 3.3. A family F of irreducible unitary representations of S
is sufficiently large (as V -representations of L1-group algebra L1(S)) if for
all f # L1(S),
?( f )=0 for any ? # F O f =0.
Proposition 3.4. Let F0 be as above. The F0 is sufficiently large.
Proof. Let f be a integrable function on S such that ?( f )=0 for all
? # F0 . We regard f as a finite measure on S by
( f, ) =|
S
f (x)(x)dx,
where  is a bounded continuous function on S with compact support and
dx is a Haar measure on S. Let ?~ # (S )7 be the irreducible unitary represen-
tation of S such that ?~ |S=?. For each  # Cc(S ) and each vectors u, v # H?
in the representation space H? # F0 , we have
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0=(?~ ( f )?~ ()u, v)? =|
S
f (x)(?~ (x)?~ ()u, v) ? dx
=|
S
|
S
f (x)( y)(?~ (xy)u, v) ? dydx
=|
S
( f V )( y)(?~ ( y)u, v) ? dy
=(?~ ( f V )u, v)? .
Hence ?~ ( f V )=0 for any ?~ # (S )7,  # Cc(S ). Obviously (S )7 is sufficiently
large. So we have f V =0 for any  # Cc(S ). Hence S f (x)(x)dx=
( f V 8 )(1S)=0, where 1S is the unit element of S and 8 (x)=(x&1). For
any , # Cc(S) there exists  # Cc(S ) such that , is equal to the restriction
of  on S. Therefore S f (x),(x)dx=0 for , # Cc(S), this implies that f =0
as an integrable function on S. K
4. MAIN THEOREM
Here we give the main theorem in this paper.
Theorem 4.1. Let S be a connected, simply connected unimodular solvable
Lie group and K a connected compact subgroup of Aut(S). Then we have
(K ; S) is a Gelfand pair if and only if there exists a sufficiently large family
F/S of irreducible unitary representations of S such that for each ? # F,
(1) the stabilizer K? in K is compact,
(2) each irreducible projective representation of K? appears at most
once in the decomposition of W? .
In order to prove this theorem, we recall S and F0 in Section 3. If (K ; S)
is a Gelfand pair, we have that S is of type I by Lemma 3.1 and F0 is
sufficiently large by Proposition 3.4. By Theorem 2.1 of [K], we regard K
as a subgroup of Aut(S ) acting trivially on A and B0 .
Proposition 4.2. If (K ; S) is a Gelfand pair, so is (K ; S ).
Proof. We see in Section 3 that S =(B0 _ N)_A$, where N is the
nilradical of S and A$ a vector group. So the nilradical of S is the direct
product A$_N. By definition, K acts on A$ trivially. Hence the Banach
V-algebra L1K(A$_N) of all K-invariant integrable functions on A$_N is
isometrically isomorphic to the tensor product L1(A$)L1K(N) of L
1(A$)
and L1K(N), which are both abelian since (K ; N) is a Gelfand pair. To
prove
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this proposition, we take b # B0 and x=(b, a, n) # S =B0 _ (A_N). By
the proof of Theorem 2.1 in [K], for each a$ # A and n # N there exists
ka$ # K such that a$ } n=ka$ } n. Since 8(A) is dense in B, there exists a
sequence [am] of elements of A such that limm   am= p(b). Then we see
that kam } n converges to b } n. Thanks to the compactness of K, we may
assume that [kam] converges to k # K by taking subsequence if necessary.
Hence we have b } n=k } n. Since B0 is abelian and acts on A trivially, we
have b } x=k } x. This completes the proof by virtue of Theorem 7.3 of
[BJR]. K
Proof of Theorem 4.1. The sufficiency is proved in the same way as for
[C, Theorem 1]. To prove the necessity, it suffices to show that for each
? # F0 the stabilizer K? in K coincides with the stabilizer K?~ at ?~ # (S )7
whose restriction to S equals ?. Obviously K?~ is contained in K? . Con-
versely, we take k # K? . Then there exists a unitary operator U on the
representation space H? such that ?(a, k } n)U=U?(a, n) for any (a, n) #
A _ N=S. This implies that
?~ (.(a), (.(a)&1, a), k } n)U=U?~ (.(a), (.(a)&1, a), n)
as the representation operators of S =(B0_A$) _ N. The restriction ?0
of ?~ to S0 is irreducible since ?~ is scalar on A$, and we have ?0(.(a), k } n)U=
U?0(.(a), n) for any a # A, n # N. By the proof of Lemma 3.1, there exists
a unitary character / of S0 trivially on N and an irreducible unitary
representation ?$ on B _ N such that ?0=/ (?$ b p), where p is the covering
map of S0 on B _ N. Hence ?0( p(.(a)), k } n)U=U?0( p(.(a)), n). Since
p(.(A))=8(A) is dense in B, we have ?0(b, k } n)U=U?0(b, n) for any
(b, n) # B _ N. Therefore ?~ (b, a, k } n)U=U?~ (b, a, n) for any (b, a, n) #
B _ (A _ N)=S , which implies k # K?~ . This completes the proof. K
5. K-SPHERICAL FUNCTIONS
The family F0 in (3,2) is also useful for a description of K-spherical func-
tions on S when (K ; S) is a Gelfand pair. We call a bounded continuous
function , on S K-spherical if
|
K
,(x(k } y))dk=,(x),( y), x, y # S,
(5.1)
,(1K)=1,
where dk is the normalized Haar measure on K and 1K the unit element of
K. When S is of type I, we can describe each bounded K-spherical function
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on S using an irreducible unitary representation ? of S and irreducible
projective representation T: of the stabilizer K? at ? in K via the Mackey
machine. In this case we note that K? is compact. However, we have
already seen in the proof of Theorem 4.1 that for any ? # F0 , the stabilizer
K? is compact even if S is not of type I. On the other hand, S is of type R
[BJR], so that Banach V -algebra L1(S) of all integrable functions on S is
symmetric [L]. Hence each bounded K-spherical function , is of the form
,(x)=,?, v(x)=|
K
(?(k } x) v, v) ? dk, (5.2)
where ? # S and v is a unit vector of the representation space H? of ?
([BJR, Lemma 8.2]). For any ? # F0 , we have the multiplicity-free decom-
position H?=: V: as K? -projective representations by Theorem 4.1. Let
T: denote the restriction of intertwining representation W? of K? to V: .
Lemma 5.1. (1) Each bounded K-spherical function , on S can be
extended to S , where S is in Section 3.
(2) Let , be a bounded K-spherical function on S whose restriction to
S is equal to ,. Then there exists a unitary character / of B0 such that
, (b, x)=/(b),(x) for any (b, x) # B0 _ S=S .
Proof. We recall S=A _ N in Section 3. We know that S is of type
I by Lemma 3.1 and (K ; S ) is a Gelfand pair by Proposition 4.2. For any
bounded K-spherical function , , the restriction , | S to S satisfies the condi-
tion (5.1). Conversely, for each bounded K-spherical function , on S, we
define a continuous function , by , (b, x)=,(x) for any (b, x) # B0 _ S=S .
By the proof of Proposition 4.2, for b # B0 and x=(a, n) # S=A _ N, there
exists k # K such that b } x=k } x. Thus,
|
K
, ((b, x) k } (b$, x$))dk=|
K
, ((b, x)(b$, k } x$))dk
=|
K
, (bb$, x(b } (k } x$)))dk
=|
K
,(x(k } (b } x$)))dk
=|
K
,(x(kk$ } x$))dk
=,(x),(x$)=, (b, x), (b$, x$),
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where k$ is an element of K which satisfies b } x$=k$ } x$. Therefore , is
K-spherical, so (1) is proved.
We prove (2). For any b, b$ # B0 and x # S we have
, (bb$, x)=, ((1B0 , x)(bb$, 1S))=|
K
, ((1B0 , x) k } (bb$, 1S)) dk
=,(x), (bb$, 1S)=,(x) |
K
, ((b, 1S) k } (b$, 1S)) dk
=,(x), (b, 1S), (b$, 1S),
where 1B0 and 1S are unit elements of B0 and S respectively. So the restric-
tion of , to B0 is bounded and multiplicative. Hence we have proved this
proposition. K
We know that there is one-to-one correspondence between the set of
all positive definite K-spherical functions , on S and the family of all
equivalence classes of irreducible K-spherical representations U of K _ S by
,(x)=(U(1K , x)u, u) , where 1K is the unit element of K and u a K-fixed
unit vector in the representation space HU of U (see [H, Chap. IV,
Theorem 3.7]). Let , be a bounded K-spherical function on S and , its
restriction to S. We denote by U , U the K-spherical representations of
K _ S , K _ S corresponding to , , , respectively.
Lemma 5.2. We have that U is equivalent to the restriction of U to
K _ S.
Proof. We denote by HK the subspace of all K-fixed vectors in HU .
Since U is irreducible, HK is 1-dimensional. Hence the restriction U |K _ S of
U to K _ S is K-spherical and irreducible (see [H, Chap. IV, Proof of
Theorem 3.4]). Obviously U |K _ S corresponds to ,. This implies that U is
equivalent to U |K _ S . K
Theorem 5.3. (1) Any irreducible K-spherical representation U of
K _ S is of the form U=U?, :=IndK _ SK? _ S(T : ?W?), where ? # F0 , W? is the
intertwining representation of K? , T: an irreducible subrepresentation of W? ,
and T : its conjugate.
(2) Let U?, : and U?$, :$ be as above. Then U?, : &U?$, :$ if and only
if there exists k # K such that ?$&?k and T $:(k$)&T:(kk$k&1) for any
k$ # K $?=k&1K?k.
Proof. We denote by , the K-spherical function on S corresponding to
U. Take an extension , of , to S by Lemma 5.1(1). Then the K-spherical
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representation U of K _ S corresponding to , is of the form U =U ?~ , :=
IndK _ SK?~ _ S (T : ?~ W?~ ), where ?~ is an irreducible unitary representation of S ,
W?~ is the intertwining representation of K?~ , T: is an irreducible sub-
representation of W?~ , and T : is its conjugate (see the proof of [BJR,
Theorem 8.7]). Put ?=?~ |S # F0 . We have already seen in the proof of
Theorem 4.1 that K?~ =K? and that W?~ coincides with W? . Then we have
U |K _ S =U ?~ , : | K _ S=(IndK _ SK? _ S (T : ?~ W?))| K _ S
&IndK _ SK? _ S (T : ?W?).
This together with Lemma 5.2 proves (1).
Before proving (2), we compare two extensions U (1), U (2) of an
irreducible K-spherical representation U of K _ S to the representation
space HU . We denote by , (1), , (2) the K-spherical functions on S corre-
sponding to U (1), U (2) respectively. By Lemma 5.1(2), there exist unitary
characters /1 , /2 of B0 such that , (i)(b, x)=/ i (b),(x) (i=1, 2) for any
(b, x) # B0 _ S, where , is the K-spherical function on S corresponding
to U. Put /=/2/&11 . Then we see that /U
(1) and U (2) are irreducible
K-spherical representations of K _ S corresponding to the same K-spherical
function , (2) on S . This implies that /U (1)&U (2).
Now we prove (2). Assume that U?, : is equivalent to U?$, :$ . Take exten-
sions ?~ , ?~ $ # (S )7 of ?, ?$ respectively. As above, there exists a unitary
character / of B0 such that /U ?~ , : &U ?~ $, :$ . We easily see that /U ?~ , :
is equivalent to U /?~ , : . Since S is of type I by Lemma 3.1, there exists
k # K such that (/?~ )k &?~ $ and T:$(k$)&T:(kk$k&1) for any k$ # K?~ $
=K?$ . Finally we have (/?~ )k | S=?k ; this completes the proof. K
Corollary 5.3 (1) Every bounded K-spherical function , on S is of
the form in (5.2), where ? is in F0 .
(2) For each ? # F0 , we have ,?, v is K-spherical if and only if v is a
unit vector in some irreducible component V: .
(3) Let ? and ?$ be two irreducible unitary representations of S
belonging to F0 and v a unit vector in V: . Then ,?, v=,?$, v$ if and only if
there exists k # K such that ?$&?k and v$ is a unit vector in an irreducible
component V$: &V: .
(4) The irreducible K-spherical representation U corresponding to ,?, v
is of the form U=IndK _ SK? _ S (T : ?W?), where v # V: .
Proof. Use the above theorem and [BJR, Theorem 8.7]. K
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6. EXAMPLES
Example 1 Mautner Group (Revisited). Let S=R _ C2 and K=T2 be
in Section 2. We note that S is not of type I. First we construct S in
Section 3. We identify the nilradical N with C2. Recall the homomorphism
8 : A  Aut(N). The closure B of 8(A) in Aut(N) is isomorphic to T2. So
the universal covering group B0 of B is isomorphic to R2 which acts on C2
by
(s1 , s2) } (z1 , z2) :=(e- &1 s1z1 , e- &1 s2z2),
where si # R, zi # C (i=1, 2). The homomorphism . : A  B0 is given by
.(t)=(:1 t, :2 t) for t # R. Put A$=[(&:1 t, &:2 t, t) # B0_A; t # R]&R.
Then S is isomorphic to (R _ C)2_R, where R _ C is the universal covering
group of the euclidean motion group on the complex plane.
In order to realize all irreducible unitary representations of S , we
parametrize all irreducible unitary representations [?b, r ; b # R, r0] of
R _ C. We define the irreducible unitary representation ?b, 0 of R _ C by
?b, 0(s, z)=e- &1 bs, where (s, z) # R _ C. For r>0, we realize ?b, r on L2(T)
by
?b, r(s, z) f (u) :=exp(- &1(bs+r Re uz) f (ue- &1 bs), (6.1)
where u # T. Since S is isomorphic to (R _ C)2_R, we get a parametriza-
tion of all irreducible unitary representations ?~ =?~ (b1, r1), (b2, r2), a of S =
(B0 _ N)_A$ given by
?~ (b1, r1), (b2, r2), a=?b1, r1 ?b2, r2 /a , (6.2)
where bi # R, r i0 (i=1, 2), a # R, and /a(&:1 t, &:2t, t)=e- &1 at. If
r1=r2=0, the representation ?~ (b1, 0), (b2, 0), a is 1-dimensional and the inter-
twining representation W?~ is trivial. When r1>0 and r2=0, the representa-
tion space is isomorphic to L2(T). The stabilizer K?~ at ?~ =?~ (b1, r1), (b2, 0), a
equals K. The intertwining representation W?~ of K is of the form
W?~ (u1 , u2) f (v)= f (u1 v) (u1 , u2 , v # T, f # L2(T)). Hence the representation
space L2(T) has a multiplicity-free decomposition L2(T)=m # Z C fm ,
where fm(u)=um for any m # Z. If r1=0, r2>0, the description of the inter-
twining representation is similar. We treat the case where r1 , r2>0. Put ?
the restriction of ?~ (b1, r1), (b2, r2), a to S. Then the stabilizer K? is equal to
K=T2. The intertwining representation W? of K on the representation
space L2(T)L2(T)=L2(T2) is given by
W?(u1 , u2) f (v1 , v2)= f (u1v1 , u2v2)
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for ui , vi # T (i=1, 2). Therefore we get a multiplicity-free decomposition
L2(T2)= 
(m1, m2) # Z
2
C fm1, m2 ,
where fm1, m2(u1 , u2)=u
m1
1 u
m2
2 for any (m1 , m2) # Z
2.
The formulas (6.1), (6.2) tell us that the restriction of ?~ (b1, r1), (b2, r2), a to N
has a direct integral decomposition
?~ (b1, r1), (b2, r2), a |N=|
T2
/r1, r2 } (u1 , u2)du1du2 , (6.3)
where /r1, r2(z1 , z2)=e
- &1 Re(r1z1+r2z2) for (z1 , z2) # N=C2. Comparing (2.2)
and (6.3), we have that ? in Section 2 cannot be contained in the family
F0=[?~ |S ; ?~ # (S )7] in (3.2).
Example 2 (Dixmier’s 7-Dimensional Group). Let S be the connected
and simply connected solvable Lie group of 7 dimensions, s=7i=1 RXi the
Lie algebra of S with bracket product
[X1 , X4]=X5 , [X1 , X5]=&X4 , [X1 , X2]=X3 ,
[X2 , X6]=X7 , [X2 , X7]=&X6 , [Xi , Xj]=0 otherwise.
It is known that S is not of type I (see [D1]). Put h1=3i=1 Xi and
g=7i=4 Xi . We denote by H1 , G the analytic subgroups corresponding to
h1 , g respectively. Then H1 is the 3-dimensional Heisenberg Lie group
homeomorphic to C_R, G is identified with C2, and H1 acts on G as
automorphisms by
(z0 , t) } (z1 , z2)=(e- &1 Re z0z1 , e- &1 Im z0z2),
where zi # C (i=0, 1, 2) and t # R. The nilradical of S is (exp RX3)_G,
hence (K ; S) is not a Gelfand pair for any connected compact group K by
Theorem 2.1 of [K].
We consider the universal covering group S of ad-algebraic hull of S.
For any z0=(z0 , 0, 0, 0) # S=H1 _ C2, Ad(z0) is neither semisimple nor
unipotent unless z0 # 2?Z+2? - &1 Z. If Ad(z0)=su is the multiplicative
Jordan decomposition of Ad(z0), where s is semisimple and u is unipotent,
we have that s, u are contained in the algebraic closure of Ad(S) in Aut(s)
(see for example [B, p. 83, Theorem 4.4]). So B=T2 and B0=R2=
exp(RY1+RY2) acting on S by
( y1 , y2) } (z0 , t, z1 , z2)=(z0 , t, e- &1 y1z1 , e- &1 y2z2),
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where y1 , y2 # R. We put s1=RY1+RX4+RX5 , s2=RY2+RX6+RX7 ,
and s3=R(X1&Y1)+R(X2&Y2)+RX3 . We denote by S1 , S2 , and S3 the
connected and simply connected Lie groups whose Lie algebras are s1 , s2 ,
and s3 respectively. Then S1 and S2 are isomorphic to R _ C and S3 is
isomorphic to the 3-dimensional Heisenberg Lie group H1 . Moreover, S is
the direct product of S1 , S2 , and S3 .
Let K=T2 act on S by
(u1 , u2) } (z0 , t, z1 , z2)=(z0 , t, u1z1 , u2z2),
where ui # C, |ui |=1 (i=1, 2). Then we see that K=T2 acts on S =
S1 _S2_S3 by
(u1 , u2) } ( y1 , z1 , y2 , z2 , z0 , t)=( y1 , u1z1 , y2 , u2z2 , z0 , t),
where ( yi , zi) # Si=R _ C (i=1, 2) and (z0 , t) # S3 &C_R. For each
irreducible unitary representation ?~ of S there exists (?1 , ?2 , ?3) # S 1 _
S 2 _S 3 uniquely such that ?~ is the outer tensor product ?1 ?2 ?3 . We
easily see that the stabilizer K?~ is K=T2 for any ?~ and the intertwining
representation W?~ has no multiplicity-free decompositions if ?3 is infinite-
dimensional. Therefore (K ; S ) is not a Gelfand pair.
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